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FOREWORD
This technical report covers all engine and vehicle teat
activity necessary to fulfill the scope of work requirements
of Contract DE -ACO2-78CS54936 formerly Contract EM-78-C-02-4936
between the Department of Energy and Cummins Engine Company.
The government program management was conducted by the
Vehicle Systems Branch of the Automotive Technology Development
Division withi•i the Office of Transportation Programs. This
organization is within the auspices of the Assistant .secretary
for Conservation and Solar Applications of theDepartment of
Energy. Program officers of tho Department of Energy were
Mr. Saunders Kramer and Mr. Al Chesnes. Under the terms of a
DOE/NASA interagency agreement, the NASA-Lewis Research Center
of Cleveland, Ohio, served for D.O.E. as the technical project
managers for this contract. Thr individuals which served as
technical representatives of tho NASA-Lewis organization include
Mr. Murray Bailey and Mr. Robert. Migra.
The requirements of NASA Policy Directive NPD 2220.4
(September 4, 1970) regarding the use of SI Units have peen
waived in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 5d of
that Directive by the Dir ctor of Lewis Research Center.
The Cummins technical director of th , a program was Mr. Roy
Kamo. The authors would I 4-ke to acknowledge the valuable
contribution in the performance of the program by the following
people: S. Bishop, M. Cooper, P. F. Eakins, R. P. Fleetwood,
R. L. Harrod, M. S. Lantz, J. A. Lommel, C. J. Rhoades,
C. R. Riffle, and J. M. Russell. Acknowledgement is also extended
to the Tampa, Florida Cummins Distributor who performed the
engine installation and to Florida Refrigerated Services of
Dade City, Florida, who conducted the field test.
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SUMMARY
Two turbocompound diesel enU Ines were assembled and dyna-
mometer tested. Both engines met the 1980 California 6 gram
emission limit on BSNOx+HC and achieved a minimum BSFC of .313
lb/bhp-hr and a BSFC at rated conditions of .323 lb/bhp-hr. These
engines were then installed in Class VIII heavy-duty vehicles to
determine the fuel consumption potential and performance character-
istics. One turbocompound powered vehi^le was evaluated at the
Cummins Pilot Center facility where detailed engine-transmission-
vehicle tests were conducted in a controlled environment. These
tests included an asr^es4ment of the driveab.ility, fuel consumption,
torsional vibration, noise, and cooling system performance.
In comparison to the NTC-400 engine selected for baseline
measurements, the turbocompound engine achieved a fuel consumption
improvement of 14.87%. Based on fuel consumption testing performed
in the laboratory for these two engines, the analytical Vehicle
Mission Simulation had predicted a benefit of 14.16%. Drive-by
noise tests sh%:-wed a 1 to 2 dBA lower sound i a^^.ensity level with
the turbocompound engine. Driveability testing revealed improved
throttla response characteristics in spite of a higher specific
output rating. In gra.deability tests, equivalent performance
could be achieved with the transmission an one higher gear ratio
due to the higher power rating of the engine. En gine retardation
or braking was marginally superior with the turbocompound engine.
A 50,000 mile field test was conducted with the second
engine without incident of equipment malfunction. Tank mileage
of the turbocompound engine on a cross-country route through
the southern USA averaged 5.25 mpg or a 15.9% improvement over
a NTCC-400 engine which was also operating at this location.
The predicted benefit through the VMS comparison for these
two engines was 15.1%. Driver reaction to the engine was
favorable with comments on the engine's quiet and smooth operation
and on the strong performance up long grades. At the completion
of the testing program, teardown and inspection of the power
turbine and gear train indi-sated that all gears and bearings
were exhibiting normal wear patterns and that more extensive
testing with the current design could easily be accomplished..
A number of component modificationswere incorporated in
the turbocompound engine which resulted in fuel consumption
reductions which exceeded the expected benefit from turbocom-
pounding alone. Through previous laboratory testing, it was
established that a benefit of 6% reduction in fuel consumption
over an equivalent turbocharged and aftercooled NH engine was
achieved along the engine's torque curve. Using these test
results, the incremental fuel consumption improvement strictly
due to the turbocompounding alone was estimated at 4.2% to 5.3%
for the interim turbocompound engine depending upon the terrain
or mission load factor.
INTRODUCTION
Today's heavy-duty diesel engines are 1^^mitvd by certain
fundamental thermodynamic and movhanical considerations. The
engine design process is one of trading off variables which
affect performance such as bore, stroke, compression ratio,
boost pressure, injection pressure, etc., against the thermal
limits of the materials selected and the structural limits of
the design. Today's production ( ,nqines represent years of
development aimed at. perfecting this optimization process. The
-engine designer of today finds his task complicated by growing
concerns relating to the sociability of the power plant, the
need to improve reliability with an increasingly complex product,
and -the requirement to extend tho useful life or durability of
the engine.
r4evertheless, the diesel onctine has been successful in
meeting these challonqes and maintains a prevalent position in
the market place. But the key to the diesel's future lie • in
finding the corrc-ct technical solutions to reduce its exhaust
emissions and to make even greater strides in improving its
thermal efficiency. For as efficient as the diesel engine may
presently appear, it still rejects a majority of its thermal
energy in the form of waste heat to the exhaust and cooling
system. Better Utilization of this ot-he-Arwiso wasted heat is
the key to a more energy conserving and sociable diesel engine.
The general approach adopted by Cummins to improve the
efficiency of the entline has been to recover available exhaust
heat beyond the turbocharger requirement by means of turbo-
compounding. Turbocompounding should thus be viewed as an
essential first step in realizing improved engine efficiency.
The next step currently under development consists of shifting
the heat energy normally rejected to the coolant into the exhaust
where it can now be recovered. This process requires insulation
of the diesel's combustion chamber.
since turbocompounding recovers available exhaust energy,
the process is dependent on the amount of energy rejected to
the exhaust during operation of the engine throughout its speed
and load range. In addition, exhaust energy is also a function
of several other variables, the primary ones being:
specific output	 - Higher horsepower engines reject
more heat to the exhaust
1.',missions level	 - Retarded injection timing for NO
control increases energy rejected
to the exhaust
insulation of	 - Lower heat rejection to the engine's
combustion chamber	 coolant increases the available
exhaust energy
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TurlK)oompound i rtq a rec i lit r,c a, in tl engine is not a nutw t •onot'l . t .
Investitlat ions in the late 1 , 1 40' s ware aimetl at increasintz the
specific output of the engine. This led to eng ine designs such
as the Wright R-31')O Cyclone gasoline turbocompound which achieved
a 15--211 increase in power depending on operating conditions and
s brake specific fuel consumption of .390 lbs/'bhp^-hr. Diesel
turbocompoundintl was applied in the Napier Nomad twelve cylinder
two-cycle engine of the 1950's which achieved a specific output
of 205 psi brake mean effective pressure with a brake specific
fuel consumption near .150 1hs/bhp-hr.
Cuirunins3 interest in t,urbocompounding focuses more intensely
on the ability to achieve increased thermodynamic efficiencies.
A development program has been underway since 1972 to perfect a
turbocompounded diesel encline. This engine is a hybrid diesel
reciprocator which is augmented in power from a law pressure
power turbine. Turbine power generated by exhaust gas expansion
is transferred to the drive train by means oZ mechanically gearing
the power turbine to the rear of the engine crankshaft at a fixed
speed ratio. A fluid coupling separates the harmful crankshaft
torsional.s from the hiclh speed ,fiearinq.
The Laboratory engineering development of the turbocompound
engine has reached a mature stale following the evolution of
three power turbint,
 .an-1 cle ar train designs. The next logical
system evaluation involved vvhicic piirforman e testing. Thus in
September of 1978, Cummins Ftigine company entered into a contract
with the Department of Fnertty which called for a c-impreheng.ive
vehicle test evaluation of the 
-'ummins turbocompound encline in
two Class V111 trucks. A four phase vehicle test program was
established to ascertain the visibility of Cummins' interim
turbocompound diesel engine for trucks and buses of the 1980's.
These four phases of activity were as follows:
Task I	 - Engine Preparation anti Instrumentation
Task II - Vehicle Mission Simuulation Analysis
Task 1I I - Oummins Pilot  C ont er Vehicle Testing
Task IV - Field Testing
Task I entailed the proouroment of test components, fabrica-
tion anti machining for en g ine modifications, anti assembly of the
interim turbocompound enttint:,. rich engine was inspected titirinq
assemblya ne. dynamometer t e';; t eti for performance and emissions
prior to installation in the test vehicles. In Task Il a Vehicle
Mission Simulation (VM;.) program was used for selection and
optimization of the drives train for the engine. The optimization
process was matte with respect to fuel consumption, driveability,
and gradoability. Aside from its use as an application develop-
ment aid, this program was used to predict engine and vehicle
performance at both test locations. In this manntr actual vehicle
test results could lto oorrelate•1 with the predictive performance.
3 4
The Task TIT M fart consisted of ,a comprehensive ovaluat tun of
the entdine at the Cummins Pilot ('enter facility. Vehicle tests
performed included fuel cunsumpt-ion, noise, drivvability,
gradvability, retarding capability, and torsional vibrations.
rhis testinq is a routine procedure to assess performarce of a
new engine design in a vehicle. In Task Iv a 50,000 mild field
test in a representative fleet vehicle was conducted. Fuel
consumption, driveabil.ity, operator assessment, and MAmited
reliability and (lurability data was generated in the course of
this test.
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1.
1^
1 .0 I NOINE PRI',PARATICN FOR VEHICLE TEST
1. 1 Turix)cp!mL)q rnd _En i n t^r:,or iht ion
Thr t urlsovompound enct i nt , wa.i dovelopvd from t hr Cummins
NTV-400. Tht , NW-400 ontl i nt- w1 w i ch was used for all Basel i no
performance tests, is r..ted 4 1t0 brako horst power at 2100 rpm
engine speed. Tile bore antianti tit Broke of the N11 engine is 5.9)
anti 6.0 inches respectively. The engine is an inline-six, four
cycle of 855 cubic inchd'splacement. Fuel is supplied to the
engine by the Cummins PT ^ high pressure injection. system. The
NTC-400 engine as well as the turbocompound engine is both
turbocharged and aftercooled.
A number of component modifications of the NTC-400 have
been made to improve the engine system performance under turbo-
compounding conditions. These include design chanties of the
camshaft, valves, cylinder head exhaust ports, exhaust manifold,
anti turbocharger. Primarily, these modifications were initiated
to roduct: !^ they blow"lown energy losses during the exhaust phase
of the cycle and to improve the transmission efficiency of the
exhaust gas from the cylinder to the first stage turbine.
The turbocompound gear train consists of a radial inflow
low pressure mower turbine to recover the exhaust: gas energy.
This along wi -:h i s bearing cartridge is one of three separate
modules. T1:^ modular concept was selected to provide for ease
of assembly and maintenance. The secDnd module consists of the
high speed gearbox. Here, involute spur gearing is used to
achieve part of the necessary speed reduction from the power
turbine to the crankshaft. Lubrication is provided by the
engine oil system and directed by internal oil drillings. The
third module is the low speed gearbox which completes the speed
reduction required. A fluid coupling is an integral part of
this module which performs the function of se;.,arating the high
speed gearing from the crankshaft- torsionals. The flywheel
housing is a S.A.E. No. 1 housing constructed of cast iron to
support the weight of the gear train. The overall increase in
engine length is one inch and the entire system is designed such
that it may be installed in most high horsepower engine appli-
cations. The design provides for 50% overspeed capability and
100* overspeed burst containment. '1 schematic of the Cummins
turbocompound diesel engine is shown in Figure 1 while the actual
assembled Phase III turbocompound engine is shown in Figure 2.
The turbocompound engine was rated 450 brake horsepower at
1900 rpm engine, speed with 15^ torque rise to 1440 lb-ft at
1300 rpm. The lower operating
 speed rating was selected to
take advantage of the low speed torque characteristics of a
turbocompound engine. The increase in power rating at a lower
engine speed was achieved without increasing the thermal or
structural loading of the reciprocator.
Tho ongine was also equipped with a two-loop cooling system
tc achieve lower c argo air tcmporatures. This improved the
thor.mal efficiency of the enkiino and reducod nitric oxide oxhatist
emissions.
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1.2 Dynamometer Testing Results
Upon completion of assembly, each engine was instrumontod
and placed in a test cell for dynamometer testing. Followinq
engine break-in, testing began to determine the injection timing
required to conform to the 1980 California emissions standard
of 6 grams combined nitric oxide and unburned hydrocarbons as
measured on the federal 13-mode gaseous emission cycle. The
levels of BSNOX , BSHC, and BSFC at the different injection
timings tested are shown in Table 1. As the injection tinting
is retarded to achieve lower nitric oxide emissions, the
acceleration smoke increases in opacity. Variable timing can
be employed tc reduce smoke levels by advancing the timing during
light load operation of the engine. In addition, lower emissions
are achieved with this device since the light load (modes 1, 2,
7, 12, and 13) unburned hydrocarbons are also reduced by advancing
the timing. Figure 3 shows the results of the emission testing,
both with and without the use of variable injection timing for
light load advance. This illustrates the benefit, if not the
necessity, for variable injection timing on this engine at combined
emissions levels below six grams. In the final calibration, the
dynamic injection timing at rated power was retarded to 16 degrees
before top center (BTC) to achieve a combined emissions level
of 5.78 gm/bhp-hr on the 13-mode gaseous emission cycle.
Following emissions testing, the acceleration smoke testing
was performed with the federal smoke cycle. The Cummins PT
fuel pump was equipped with an air-fuel control (AFC) which
served as an aneroid to limit the fuel flow to the injectoos
to an amount compatible with the boost air supplied from the
turbocharger during accelerations. Thus, the AFC provided a
smooth proportional fuel pressure transition between the zero
boost level or "no air" intake manifold pressure and full boost
pressure: The turbocompound engine is able to achieve full boost
pressu;.,- at a faster rate due to the more rapid turbocharger
response. This results from the more favorable turbocharger
match the turbocompound engine provides. In general, as the
output of an engine is increased, it is necessary to increase
the turbine volute area schedule to prohibit overboosting the
engine at high speeds. A wastegate device or variable area
turbocharger would circumvent this requirement but both provide
a reduction in thermal efficiency. With the turbocompound engine,
this compromise in turbocharger response is not required. As
the low pressure power turbine enables the selection of a geo-
metrically smaller turbocharger turbine inlet area schedule,
boost pressures and induction air flows are generated in a more
timely fashion which accentuates the response of the engine.
This results in a lower smoke opacity on the federal acceleration
smoke cycle at the same AFC setting normally used on the turbo-
charged and of tercooled engine. As mentioned previously, variable
timing allows the injection timing to be advanced at light loads
which reduces the acceleration smoke emissions. These improve-
ments were traded off for increased clutch engagement torque in
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the fuel pump calibration. This was achieved by increasing
the fueling to the engine while under full aneroid control.
Thus, the clutch engagement or "no-air" torque of the turbo-
compound engine was increased whale remaining in compliance
with federal smoke emission standards. A matrix of smoke
levels versus AFC spring rates and no-air torque levels is
shown in Table 2. The AFC was assembled with a 200#/inch spring
and the "no-air" torque was set at 650 lb-ft.
After completion of the final fuel pump and injection timing
calibrations, steady-stair, dynamometer performance mapping of
the engine was conducted. Fiquie 4 shows the isofuel consumption
islands as a function of engine power and speed. In Figure 5
the same data is plotted to indicate constant fuel rate as a
function of engine load and speed. As can be seen, rated power
brake specific fuel consumption was .323 lbs/bhp-hr decreasing
to .315 lbs/bhp-hr at peak torque. Minimum brake specific fuel
consumption of .313 lbs/bhp-hr occurred at 1500 rpm engine speed.
At this point in the program a company funded 1000 hour
endurance test was performed on a similar turbocompound engine.
The engine was c ycled two minutes at rated power followed by
one minute at high idle. This test was a routine precaution to
monitor engine and turbocompound system durability and reliability
prior to vehicle testing. Following completion of this test,
the clear train was disassembled and inspected. Inspection
revealed all gears, bearings, shafts, and the fluid coupling to
be in good condition with normal wear patterns. It was determined
that no design changes would be required prior to initiation of
the vehicle tests. The only significant problem encountered
during the test was that of excessive carbon deposits in the
power turbine shaft bearinq housing. This was due to exhaust
gas leakage past the turbine shaft piston ring seal. This
design deficiency can be corrected by the addition of another
piston ring seal; however, it was decided that for limited testing
duration planned, the leakage problem would not be a detrimental
factor affecting test results. Shown in Figure 6 are some results
from the 1000 hour endurance test.
2.0 VEHICLE MISSION SIMULATION
After completion of the dynamometer engine testing, Cummins'
Vehicle Mission Simulation (VMS) computer program was used as
an aid in the optimization and selection of the drive train for
the turbocompound engine. This optimization process is made
with respect to fuel consumption, driveability, and gradeability.
Selection of the best drive train involves an evaluation
of the tradeoffs between fuel consumption and driveability.
Fuel consumption at road speeds of 55-60 miles-per-hour can be
optimized by qearinq the engine to operate near its peak torque
speed. This approach, however, would impair the gradeability
of the vehicle as little margin in operating speed range is
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available before the operator would have to downshift when
approaching a grades . This, in turn, would mean more gear shift-
ing, more drive train wear, and increased driver fatigue. At
the other extreme, the drive train with the best gradeability
would operate the engine at or beyond the rated speed of the Lower
plant for a given road speed. This would provide the driver with
the widest operating speed range but would also result in the
highest fuel consumption. Gearing the turbocompound engine to
cruise in the 55-60 mile-per-hour range at the engine's most
efficient speed range of 1450 to 1650 rpm results in the best
tradeoff between fuel consumption and gradeability.
in Figure 7 the predicted gradeability performance of the
turbocompound engine and the baseline NTC-400 engine used for
comparison purposes is shown. The drive train selected for the
turbocompound engine consists of a Fuller RTO-12513 transmission
with a 3.7:1 drive axle ratio. The NTC-400 engine used the
same transmission, but a 4.11:1 axle ratio since the operating
speed range of the engine was higher. in this figure it can be
seen that the turbocompound engine had the same predicted
gradeability performance as the NTC-400 engine with the trans-
mission placed in one higher gear Niue to the higher power rating.
This allowed a gain in fuel consumption with the turbocompound
engine  since if would operate at lower, more efficient engine
speeds at the same gradeability as the NTC-400 engine.
Aside from its use as an application development aid, the
VMS program is capable of modeling the performance of a tractor-
trailer combination over a preprogrammed route. Over 100,000
miles of U.S. route profile has been entered into the data
bank of this program. Each route is a mile-by-mile description
of road grades, speed limits, and 3irectional changes. This
analytical model represents a series of engineering calculations
which predict commercial vehicle performance under a wide
variety of road and engine conditions.
The program input requirement consists of a detailed
description of the vehicle and selection of a route. The model
is capable of adjusting to varying ambient operating conditions
such as temperature plus prevailing wind velocity and direction.
The VMS can predict both steady-state performance as well as
transiesnt engine behavior. Output data under steady-state
operating conditions includes startability, gradeability, and
vehicle performance in all the transmission gears. The route
simulation summary includes trip time, average speed, fuel
consumption, gear shifts, time spent at full throttle, and
average engine load factor.
The engine performance maps of the turbocompound NH engine
and the baseline NTC-400 were input for the VMS program to
predict the fuel consumption of the engines on a tank mileage
basis over the Pilot Center fuel economy route. A comparison
t }' 16
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of tilt' turd cvnsumpt it ►n for thoso rna lrnca s as afunction of Iservont
rate,I speed is shown In Figure` K. The' fuel map of a Cummins NWO-400
onginv which has lievi. cea rt if iod for the 1 c)80 California etlni.;sion
standards was also input fear a tack. mi1ratle comparison with the
t urlxorompound entl i nej over the ! i ey l d t c% ;t route. The results of
these predict ions area presentod with t hr actual fuel economy
results in later sections of this roport .
3.0 WHICLE TF:STTNC AT CUMMINS PILOT MNTER
3.1 Vehicle Test Installation
For vehicle testing the turbocompound engine was installed
in a Kenworth conventional W925 with a Fuller RTO-»12513 trans-
mission at the Cummins Pilot C'entor. The engine mounting position
remained identical to that of the NTC-400 engine. Shown in
Figure 9 is the right side or exhalust side of the turbocompound
engine. it illustrates how the high speed gearbox is positioned
between the engine block and framct rails. The turbocompound
engine does add one inch to the overall length and in this
installation, the driveshaft was ;shortened and fitted with an
integral torque meter to provide (in-highway power output measure-
ments. Auxiliaries added to the ongine from its test call
conficluration include the cooling fan, air-ronditioninq unit,
power steering bump, aftercooler water pump, air compressor, and
an electric: starter.
tine s unique foat:ure of this installation included 	 two-circuit
coolinq system with soparatc, heat exchantler, water pump, and
thermostat for the aftercooler vii vuit. The purpose cif the
independent coolant flow Baths wa! to provide reduced coolant
temporaturea s in the aftercooler circuit to achievc- lower intake
manifold air chartle? tomporaituros. Reduced charge air tomperaturo ,
are beneficial in the reduction cal nitric oxide exhaust emissions
rind improve engino fuel consumPtis . n. The oftercoolea r core was a
prototype four-bass crass flow de! iqn, which permitted hiclh
effectiveness to he achieved at reduced water flow rate's. The
low aaf torcooler water flow rate r s v.-ore desired to reduce the heat
exchan%ior (radiator) size anal fan horsepower requirements.
rollowing the installation ar:d instrumentation of the engine,
the tractor was chassis dynamometer tested for evaluation of
engine and cooling system performance. The cooling system tests
indicated it was rlecessar-1' to add an auxiliary coolant tank for
increased drawdown capacity and that additional venting of the
top tank in the aftercooler circuit for better deaeration was
required. No modifications were required to the engine and oil
coolintl circuit. The necessary clanges were made and subsequent
tests verified that all manufacturer specifications were reached
or exceeded.
Engine performance tests were conducted with the dr veline
torque meterest.er installed at the tsar smission output shaft. This
was usoful in checkin;<l the various parasitic kisses of the
\'Q 18
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t 001 1 I10 I 'MI ptlwi'r :. t VOr i ntt i ,11r, 11+, air oomprvs.sor, and t ransm l s it'll.
As ..(lawn i n Tal e n I : torque 	at the t ransmi s.. i ­n
ellltp i lt s1laf t were i n agrc vment with calculated values within
the aoc •uravy of the inst;`umentat ion.
Raving achieved vonf idanvv that steady-stat y vehicle per-
formance of the turbocompound entt i nc , was predictable and in
agreement with earlier laboratory dynamometer test results, the
Pilot Center vehicle testing prottrrm was launched. This phase
of tostinq was intended to compare the turbocompound engine
against the vehicle test results previously completed with the
baseline NTC-400 engine in the same test vehicle. The NTC-400
engine was selected as the basoline power plant as it most
closely approached the output rating of the turbocompound engine
within the current production Nil family of engines. The NTC- 4,00
engine was rated 400 brake horsepower at 2100 rpm and conformed
to t h l federal omission standard of 10 grams combined BSNO X + BS11C.
The ttirbocompound engine was developed from the NTC-400; however,
it was ratetl 450 brake horsepower at 1900 rpm. The turbocompound
entlino complintl with the 1980 California emission standard of
(p grams vombinod emissions. As previously mentioned, the turbo-
compound onttine inco rporated a nitmber elf' desicln revisions inc.en ded
to ozih.inve its performance under ttlrbocompoundinq conditions.
,'heso e:ifforenct—, alt-anq with the (lifferont power and operating
spood tat intrs of ten do not allow a direct comparison in vehicle
test rosul t:: . care Itlust, thorofore, Ile exe G isetl i n data inter-
pretat i on ind comparison. These offect-,; will be discilssed as
the results are presented.
i'uol c onsumpt ion
The fuel econorr, test route consists of public: roads forming
.a loop wilit•h ilea ;ins; at the Cummins Technical C'ontor WTC`i in
t 1ol 11;1i)us, Indiana. From herv, i-' eioes south through Louisville,
tnrn.,y oast to Cincinnati, and re'urns to Columbus. The route
i.,; divided into four lugs anti a profile description is shown
in Talan 4. The total mileatle for the complete route is 200.17
miler. Landmark, are used to idont±ify change points in the
1 oute terrain. The i of economy t.estinq requires that the
test vehicle ire :accompanied by another base vehicle in
;:	
order
t'o u1 just 	 the day- to -(lay chai's'es which are observed in fuel
coo- .ur1ption clue to change in ambient, road, and traffic con-
iitions.
Vehicle test tank mileatjo results were based on the fuel
re^atlings taken at the CTC' at, the end of each test run. In addition,
l Noth vejhi les were oquipped with an on-board fuel consumption
meter so that mileage results co.ald be ascertained in various
c atnciories °.f the route descriptor a on such as city, two-lane highway,
urban expressway, interstate, otv.
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ITa: c-d can the completion  of four t oc;t runs, the avoratio f uc ► 1
consumption of tilt , turhocompound orntino was 5.340 miles-por-tlaIIoli
of diesel fuel. This roprosented a .697 mile-later-clallon car
14.87% improvement over the NTC-400 entl ino which averaged 4.654.
Complete test results are shown in Table 5. As expecte`i, tho
turbocompound engine showed the larelest improvement on the
interstate highway setlments of the course whery vehicle spoods
and corresponding engine load factor: are highest. A summary
of the VMS calculations shown in Table C, shows a predicted fuel
consumption of 5.40 miles-per-gallon for the turbocompound engine,
while the NTC-400 prediction was 4.73. Thus, VMS predicted an
improvement of 14.16% for the turbocompound engine over the
NTC-400 in this installation and rotid course. If the predicted
benefit is used in conjunction with the actual NTC-400 mile^ayo
results, the predicted fuel consumption for tht^ turbocompound
unit is 5.31 miles-per-gallon for an error of onl 7 .6% in com-
parison to actual results.
These fuel consumption results exceeded the expected boner it
of turbocompoundind alone. The incremental fuel consumption
ya in of turhocompound i ntl it turbochartled and of tercoolod Nil on t l i ne(TC'A-450) has, bean dotorminoti in lac-ovious company fundocl lal,oratory
dynamomoter tostintl. Cfore, back-to-hack comparisons have been
conducted based on equivalent power and operating spovd rat intis.
The en(T i ne performance mall comparison is shown in F i(lure 10. A
maximum honef i t of 6% wds achi.evoti along the engine',; tortluo
curve  by means of turl)oc•ompoundinq alono. At roducod shoots s and
lead, t hi., bonof i t tliminishos as t hr available exhaust tlas otiortly
is reducod. Duel consumption advant titles remain positive, ht^wovor, 
above 50 psi hrako mean effective pro:;surv.
Usintl t hose laboratory test rosult s, the incromontal f"uol
consumption improvement strictly duo to turbocompounding alono
t,)n a tank mi leago basis, was estirnatod. The rc^utc>, sole( tot3 lot,
analysis was the Pilot ('enter fuel oconomy route proviously
.iosc-r ibed . In this analysis, the turbocompound and turboohargod
emlines art- identical in all respects (power, torque rise,
operating speed range, etc.) with the exception of measured fuel
oonsumption differences. The vehicle and drive train selected
for analysis wore also identical. The VMS calculations presented
in Tahit, 7 show a predicted fuel consumption of 5.10 miles-per-
gallon for the turbocharged engine and 5.40 miles-por-gallon for
the turbocompound engine. This represents an improvement of
4.6* with the turbocompound engine on this route which is 77% of
the maximum benefit achieved alontl the ongine's torque curve.
The complete VMS route summaries for the TCPD-450, the baseline
ITC' -400, and the equivalent TCA-450 are shown in Appendix A.
3. 3 Noise Tes tinc3
Tht, drive-by noise testing was performed at the Cummins,
walosboro noise to ;t facility according to S.A.F. Standard T-1()'61).
The test results are as follows:
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TABLE VI. • VMS PREDICTION FOR
CUMMINS FUEL ECONOMY ROUTE
TCPD 450 VS. NTC•400
Engine Model
Test Vehicle
Fuel Used (Gallons)
Fuel Mileage (MPG)
Average Speed (MPH)
Drivina Time Mrs.)
Idle I ime (Min. • Sec.)
Time at Full Throttle M
Engine Load Factor
Gear Shifts
TCPD . 450
Unit No, 30
Kenworth Conventionai
48.2
5.40
43.3
6.01
14.22
16.0
38.0
536
NTC 400
Unit No. 32
Ford C.O. E.
55.0
4.73
42.8
6.07
14-22
26.2
43.0
672
ASSUMPTIONS: GW (Lbs.) ................ 73,000
CRUISE SPEED (MPH) • • • • • •
	
55
WIND SPEED (MPH) ......... 	 9
WIND DIRECTION (DEG.) ...
	 219
TEMPERATURE: (DEG. F.) ..
	 51
26
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FIGURE 10. -PERCENT IMPROVEMENT IN FUEL CONSUMPTION
E%2UIVALENT TCA-450
VS.
INTERIM TURBOCOMPOOND NM ::NGINE
6 GRAM EMISSION I EVFL
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TABLE V11. VMS PREDICTION FOR
CUMMINS FUEL ECONOMY ROUTE
TCPD 450 VS. EQUIVALENT TCA 450
Engine Model
Test Vehicle
Fuel Used (Gallons)
Fuei Mileage (MPG)
Average Speed (MPH)
Driving I ime Mrs.)
Idle Time (Min.. Sec.)
Time at Full Throttle M
Engine Load Factor
Gear Shifts
TCPD - 450
Unit No. 30
Kenworth Conventional
48.2
5.40
43.3
6.01
14 22
16.0
38.0
536
TCA - 450
Unit No. 30
Kenworth Conventional
50.4
5.16
43.3
6.01
14 . 22
16.2
38.0
537
ASSUMPTIONS:	 GW (Lbs.) ... ...............73,000
CRUISE SPEED (MPH)........... 	 55
WIND SPEED (MPH).. ..........	 9
WIND DIRECTION (DEG.) .......	 219
TEMPFRi^TURE (DEG. F.)........	 51
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tar;Vcwty thii:;t Tes t _(.r-3661-0
I,(-f t Side	 Right S i do
EnV ino	 (dBA)	 ( dBA)
NTC-400
	 83.5	 83.6
(Baseline)
TCPD-450
	
82.5
	
81.6(Turbocompound )
The noise tests were performed with the vehicle in the
same configuration. The measurements with the NTC-400 were
obtained prior to the installation of the turbocompound engine.
In both tests the engines were not equipped with sound attenuant
devices. The current legislative requirement effective since
January 1, 1978, is 83 dBA.
The turbocompound engine was one to two decibels lower
than the NTC-400. Although further interpretation of these
rosults is subjective without additional measurements, it is
believed thwit the lower sound intensity of the turbocompound
engine was due to three reasons: First, the turbocompound engine
injectionion timing was retarded due to the higher specific , output
and to achieves
 lower nitric o ,:ido exhaust emissions. Retarded
injection timing reduced the ignition delay period which resulted
in a lower rate (it' combustion vressure rise in the cylinder.
This resulted in a correspondinq reduction in combustion related
noise. Second, a reduction ir. the exhaust qas contributed noise
was likely in that the fluid is expanded in two stages with the
turbocompound engine. Since the same muffler was used in both
torts, a reduction in exhaust noise would be expected. Third,
the turbocompound operating speed range was lower than that of
the NTC-400 engine. As the noise test procedure consists of a
vehiclo acceleratinct alonct the test pad, the lower engine speed
rating was beneficial in reducing the noise emission. The noise
tests did confirm that the oxpect.ed additional mec=hanical nciso
of the turbocompound gear train was of limited importance and
not great enough to offset the favorable characteristics of the
on,iine just described.
3_4 t F;ngine Re tarding t^^bili^ty
The engine retanling test is designed to determine the
enetine braking effect on negative grades at closed throttle.
This is an important- performance test for heavy-duty vehicles
due to the high inertia of the 73,000 to 80,000 lb gross
weight. The test is conducted on hilly terrain on I-74 west of
cinciinnati. The test procedure calls for the vehicle to approach
the test section at 55 mph. When the first test marker is
reached, the throttle is closed. When the vehicle speed drops
to 40 mph, the throttle is advanced to full throttle until vehicle
spood a.Tain reaches 55 mph. This procedure is repeated until the
tt-st- is complotod 3.68 miles later.. Test results are shown in
Table 8.
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TABLE VIII. - ENGINE RETARDATION TEST 
First Mile 
Base 
MPH @ Start 56 
Maximum MPH Attained 60 
Minimum MPH Attained 56 
MPH @ Finish 58 
Time @ WOT (Sec.) 0 
Jig (Soc,) 60.5 
Pistance (Mjla) 1 
Test Vehicle : Cummins Unit 30 
Gear : Direct (12th) 
TCPD 
57 
58 
56 
56 
0 
63 
1 
Second Mile Third Mile 
Base TCPD Base TCPD 
58 56 46 53 
58 56 54 54 
45 40 40 39 
46 53 54 54 
0 18 32 27.4 
74.4 72.8 80 n.8 
1 1 1 1 
Fourth Mile 
Base TCPD 
54 54 
60 59 
54 54 
56 55 
2.6 2.1 
42.4 43.2 
•• .68 
\ 
To remove the t , I tOct of (Iiff vront cntIino act-rlerat ion rates,
t ho tlest comj41r i! , on was malt e dur in to the 1 i r:;t milt` i n 	 the
I inal . 68 mile s;vgmvnt of tht a course. Durinq the first milts
in boas tests, the vehicle was operative only at closets throttle.
The road terrain in this first mile was not aconstant tirade
which explains the variation in vehicle speed during this segment.
The time required to travel this mile section was 63.0 seconds
for the turbocompound engine and 60.5 seconds for the NTC-400,
or an improvement of 4%. In the final .68 mile segment of the
course, both engines again entered the test section at equivalent
vehicle speeds. Again, the time interval required to traverse
the test section was favorably longer for the turbocompound
engine. This indicated that the retarding capability of the
turbocompound engine was marginally superior to that of the
NTC-400.
This difference in retarding capability can be explained
by the higher exhaust gas pressure imposed on the engine under
turbocompound conditions due to the smaller volute area or
area-radius ratio of the turt ,ocharger turbine housing. This
was offset by the higher inertia of the tvrbocompound engine due
to the power turbine and recovery gv,tr train. This factor would
tend to diminish engine retarding capability.
3. 5 EngLLine Dr iveabi 1 ily
Durinq this investigation, f ivo independent tests= were
performed to assess the throttle response characteristics of
the power plant. These tests included throttle delay, passing
acceleration, throttle interr ,ipt, upgrade power recovery, and
low -to-high idle. These tests are structured to duplicate five
different, but very typical acceleration modes.
In the throttle belay teat, the vehicle decelerates with
the transmission in one of th, ^ lower gears until the engine
low idle speed or approximately 600 rpm is reached. At this
paint, full throttle is applied and the time recorded until
the engine reaches rated speed. This test provides a measure
of the low speed throttle response characteristics of the engine.
The test results are shown in Table 9. The shorter the time
interval, the better the throttle response is of the engine.
The NTC-400 averages approximately 33% longer time duration to
achieve rated speed.
To test passing acceleration capability, the transmission
is placed in twelfth or direct: gear. The vehicle is then allowed
to coast down to a speed of 40 mph. At this point, full throttle
is applied and the time required co reach 55 mph vehicle speed
is recorded. The test results are shown in Table 10. Passing
acceleration of the turbocompound engine was superior to that of
the NTC-400 engine which required 15% more time to attain 55 mph.
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The throttle interrupt te~l iB slructured to be repre!=;vnta-
tive of ~ vehicle grade perform~nce in congested traffic. In 
th~ test the vehicle climbs a 3 ~ qrade ~t wide-open throttle 
with the transmission in di· - ~ct ge~r. The throttle is closed 
for three seconds and then reappl ied. The time ;.nterva 1 to 
reach the torque curve rail pressure is then recorded. Results 
olre s hown i.n Table 11; and as can be seen, the throttle response 
was ""\J V, faster for the turbocompound engine. 
The fourth test in this s e ries is the upgrade power recovery 
test. i'ere, the vehicle is allowed to coast down a one-mile 
hill wi t~ closed throttle in direct gear. At the ~ottom of the 
hill, the throttle is snapped to the full throttle position and 
the vehicle climbs a one-mile long, two-percent grade. The 
results of the upgrade power recovery test are shown in Table 12. 
The low-to-high idle test was used to determine th~ time 
it takes for the engine to accelerate from low idle Lo hi1h idle 
and decelerate from high idle to low idle with the tra~~mi~s:on 
in neutral. With the engine operating at norm~l tempcr~ tures 
and at low idle, the throttle is snapped fully open a~d held 
until high idle spec(l is reached: then th~ throttle is f ully 
released. The transmission is in neutral with the clu {: ctl r ll]aged. 
This procciure is rep0ated several times and results aver~ged. 
The results are shown below: 
T.ow Idle lIigh Idle Timr. (S0C. ) I _. - - ----- -~ . -, 
~~~  i ne (HPM) (RPM) Low to lIigh ~.!.i5J I'.. to _I~ow 
- --- - - -
TCrn-450 S50 2160 loG G.B 
NTC-350 GOO 2060 1.0 3.9 
As data was not available for the NTC-400, comparison was 
made t o the NTC-350 engine. The turbocompound engine rate of 
deceleration was slower than the NTC-350. This will increase 
the time required to shift gears; however, operators of the 
engine were unaware of any differences in transmission shift 
durations. Therefore, this increase in shift time did not appear 
to be objectionable. 
In summary of the tests f0 S11lts examined, the driveability 
of the turbocompound enginf' w" s (' qll . tl to, if no t b0tt0r, th.11l 
the baseline engine. In genel-al, .::IS tlH sp('cif i t' o Ulput of ., n 
engine is increased, the (lrive'ability charact0ristics SlIffe:. 
This is due to the fact that turbocharger response is the key 
t o providing rapid throttle response. There .:lre many factor!=; 
which contribute to the turbocharqer acceleration rolte; but trom 
ongin idle conditions, the turbine olrea schedule is dominant. 
l\ s men t ioned prey iousl y, the f avorolble t urbocha rgcr rna tcll 
.1V il i l.:lbl e wi th the turbocompound eng i n0 .1CCentllol t0S the' response 
.lnd , hence, the clriv0.1 hility of tho v('lliclC'. 
! 
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t
i	 i ne Gradeab i l i t
Two tests were conducted to quantify the vehicle grade
performance:. The first test determines how the vehicle performs
on an extended grade under typical driving conditions, while
the second test determines the startability of the vehicle with
a 72,000 G.W. on an 8% grade.
For the first test, the course is located just east of
Bloomington, Indiana, on a section of Indiana 46. It is an 8%
grade anti .49 miles in length. The test vehicle enters the test
section at approximately 50 mph in direct gear (1:1 gear ratio).
The operator is instructed to drive as he normally would up-
shifting and/or downshifting at his own discretion. The time
to complete the course, the number of shifts required, and the
ease of shifting are monitored to evaluate the engine performance.
The results of this test are shown in Table 13. The turbocompound
engine was able to achieve the same gradeabili*y as the baseline
engine with the transmission in one higher gear ratio and at a
terminal vehicle speed 3 mph faster. Since the transmissions
and rear axle ratios were identical, the basis for these results
was the fact that the turbocompound engine had more power avail-
able due to the higher rating.
For the startability test, the turbocompound test tractor
coupled to the performance load trailer is parked on a 100 yarn
lone 8% grade at the loading dock area of the Cummins' Walesboro
Component Plant. With the engine idling and at operating
temperature, the trailer brakes are released, the clutch engaged,
and the vehicle proceeds up the grade, upshifting when required.
Grade starts were attempted in 1L (8.35:1), 2L (6.12:1), and
3L (4.56:1) .
The results of this test. are shown in Table 14. It should
again be noted in this comparison that the NTC-400 was rated
at 2100 rpm while the turbocompound engine was rated at 1900 rpm.
For this reason, an additional column was added which established
the time to reach 1900 rpm for the baseline engine. The turbo-
compound engine had significantly reduced clutch slippage durations
and improved acceleration rates in reaching rated speed compared
to the NTC-400. It should also be noted that the turbocompound
engine was able to start in third qear on this grade while the
NTC-400 was not. This had also been previously predicted through
use of VMS.
Grade startability is a function of three variables; namely,
clutch engagement torque, transient response of the engine, and
available horsepower. The clutch engagement torque of the
turbocompound engine was approximately 20% higher than that of
the NTC-400. The turbocompoun3 engine also had faster throttle
response as evidenced in tests previously discussed. As boost
pressures are generated faster during acceleration modes, the
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engine fueling can also be increased. Therefore, the turbocompound
engine also had more instantaneous horsepower than was available
with the NTC-400. Finally, the turbocompound engine was rated
at higher power with more torque availability at lower engine
speeds. The turbocompound had a peak torque rating of 1440
lbs-ft at 1300 rpm, while the NTC-400 value was 1150 lbs-ft, at
1500 rpm. Thus, not only did the turbocompound engine have more
torque to start the vehicle moving and faster throttle response,
but also more torque was available throughout the operating speed
range of the engine.
3.7 Engine Torsional Vibration
The purpose of the torsional testing is to determine if
there are any exc,-ssive drive train torsional vibrations present
within the operating speed range of the turbocompound engine.
Torsional vibrations are measured at the vibration damper, the
flywheel, and at the transmission output shaft via a torsiograph
pick-up.A real time analyzer is used to reduce the data
recorded on a FM tape recorder. Shown in Table 15 are the
maximum amplitudes of v ibration at. ( Hach of the three measurement
locations for both engines. At the stamper and flywheel location,
the maximum amplitudes occurred pit, the same rotational speed.
At the transmission output shaft, the maximum amplitude for the
NTC-400 occurred at a different steed.
Torsional vibrations of less than 1.0 degrees peak-to-peak
are not considered excessive. The turbocompound engine did not
exceed this level. Overall, however, the turbocompound engine
did have slightly higher vibration amplitudes than the baseline
engine. One would expect third order torsional vibrations
under loaded conditions to be slightly higher for the turbocompound
enqine since amplitudes are closely related to the specific output
or mean effective pressure rating of the engine. In conclusion,
the turbocompound Engine had higher torsional vibrations, but
they were within acceptable vibration limits.
4.0 50,000 MIFF FIELD TIST
A 5c1,000 mile field test of the turbocompound engine was
conducted with Florida Refrigerated Services located in Dade City,
Florida. The engine was placed in the Kenworth conventional truck
shown in figure ].l. This truck was equipped with a Fuller RTO-12513
transmission and 3.70 drive axle ratio which was the optimum
drive train match for the turbocompound engine. The company was
also testing a Cummins NTCC-400 engine which met the 1980 California
emission requirement. This engine had accumulated over 120,000
miles of operation and provided a yardstick for comparison purposes.
Florida Refrigerated Services transports citrus fruit from
Florida to California and returns with fruit or vegetable produce.
This route enabled the turbocompound engine to accumulate 6000
miles per round trip and complete the 50,000 miles of testing
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Location 
Damper 
Flywheel 
Transmission 
Output 
___ ---.J::. :OO:::_. ~ 
Engine 
Test Engine 
TCPD · 460 
Baseline 
NTC · 400 
Test Engine 
TCPD·460 
s-tine 
NTC·400 
Test Engine 
TCPD·460 
Baseline 
NTC·400 
Baseline 
NTC · ~ 
TABLE XV.' TORSIONAL VIBRATION TEST 
TCPD·460 Vs. BASELINE NTC · 400 
Meximum 
Order Amplitude (0-.0. Peak to Peek) 
3 .li6O I 
T 
3 .430 
3 .425 
3 .280 
1.5 .470 
1.5 .150 
1.5 .410 
G.r Engine 
Ratio RPM 
1.57:1 2500 
".67:1 Z500 
1:1 1400 
1:1 1400 
1.67:1 2SOO 
1.57:1 2500 
1:1 2100 
i wENWCR T; !'.^;' "' . T;^;,qL P LJHIDA REFRIGEHATED
50,000 MILE FIELD TEST 'v t•!I(;LE
in 17 weeks. Tho southern route across the United States
includes I-79, I-10, 1-20, and S-8. This is shown in Figure 12.
'rho route provides a variety of terrains including plains,
rolling hills, and mountainous grades. Over 90% of this route
is in the VMS data file which allowed operational results to
be compared to the program predictions.
The turbocompound engine began commercial service on
October 24, 1979. operational data recorded throughout the
field test included .fuel consumption, mileage, oil consumption,
gross woiyht, and goneral comments on the performance
of the engine. The test was completed on February 21, 1980,
after completing 51,539 miles. The entire test was completed
without any unscheduled downtime. Tank mileage throughout
the test averaged 5.25 mpg which represented a 15.9% improvement
over the NTCC-400 engine cperating at this location. The fuel
oconoml results are summarized in Table 16. A summary of the
VMS calculations shown in Table 17 show a turbocompound engine
predicted bonef it of 15.18 over the NTCC-400 and 3.8V improve-
ment over a comparable encline but without the turbocompoundinq
:system. This benefit would increase to 16.68 and 4.2%, respec-
tively, with a five mph increase in operating speed. If the
predicted benefit of 15.1` is used in conjunction with the actual
.-MCC-400 mileage results, the predicted fuel consumption for
the turbocompound vehicle is 5.21 mpg for an error of only.78
in comparison to the actual results.
The field test driver's comments of the turbocompound
engine were very positive and oncouraging. Specificially
mentioned was the smooth engine operation between 1600 and 1800
rpm. Good throttle response was noted and performance or, grades
was sensed to be equivalent to a 525 horsepower engine. The
hiclher bower rating in comparison to the NTC-400 power plant
was instrumental, in reducing driver fatigue as less gear shifts
were required. As each hair of drivers in this operation
typically makes 42 trips to California per year, this charac-
torist;ir is of high value to both the driver and owner of the
vehicle.
Following completion of the field test, the engine was
removed and returned to the Cummins Technical Center for tear-
down and inspection. Inspection of the turbocompound system
revealed all clears, bearings, shafts, and the fluid coupling
to be in good condition exhibiting normal and expected wear
patterns. It is recognized that comprehensive reliability and
durability data cannot be ascertained from a single 50,000 mile
field test. However, the condition of the free power turbine
and gear train components did suggest that more extensive
testing with the current design could easily be accomplished.
A high degree of confidence in the predictive accuracy of
the VMS model was achieved by comparing the vehicle test results
with the ca culat'ed results of VMS. Thoreforo, accuracy of
41
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TABLE XVI. - TURBOCOMPOUND FIELD TEST DATA
Trip ReturnDate Mile:
Average Trip
Gw
Fuel Average Trip
MPG
1 10.29	 5444 73,5
Consu
00	
med
996 5.47
2 11-10	 6155 70,000 1124 5.48
3 11-22	 5858 72,500 1131 5.18
4 12.03	 5112 71,500 1011 5.06
5 12.19	 6439 71,875 1173 5.49
6 1 -07
	
4934 70,000 951 5.19
7 1-26 	 6410 74,250 1302 4.92
8 2.12	 5988 73,000 1162 5.15
9 2-21 	 5199 72,250 967 5.38
Engine
Operational Results VMS Prediction
Average Trip TCPD-450 Average Trip TCPD-450Model Fuel Benefit M Fuel Benefit (96)Consumption Consumption
Test Engine 5.251 5.79TCPD - 450
15.93 15.11
Baseline
NTC .400 4.529 5.03
4a
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this prof;ram can be assured in predicting performance gains of
the turbocompound rngine over other route profiles. A VMS data
summary for five route profiles is presented in Table 18 for
tho turbocompound vngine, the comparable and equivalent turbo-
c-h.arcled entline, anti the baseline NTC-400 engine. In this
simulation, all vehicles are geared to achieves the same maximum
vehicle speed. tic-rr, it can be seen the turbocompound benefit
ovrr the comparable engine without turbocompounding is pro-
portional to the lead factor or time speed at full throttle
increasing from 4. 2% on a level interstate to 5.3% on a mountainous
route. This, of course, is due to the fact that turbocompound
engine fuel consumption advantages improve as engine load factors
increase.
5.0 DTSC USSIQN of RESULTS
A series of tests have been performed to better understand
the-- viability and performance characteristics of a turbocompound
diosel engine in in automotive heavy-duty vehicle. This is the
first known application of a turbocompound engine in this type
of vehicle. Earlier applications of the turbocompound engine
h,avt ,, been made in the military anti aviation fields. Primarily,
tht , thrust of the st , earlier endeavors was to achieve hitlher
specific outputs from a tlivon displacement engine. The primary
ob ioctive in thr ongino desitin tic-scribed in this study was to
ac-Iii ve Impr^3^0 i f tie l c iitStUiption, although) the po'1►'or -.,tiny of
thr base engine was also increased 12.5% from 400 to 450 brake
horsepowor. .
The turbocompound ta ng i nv offers improvement in specific
fuel consumption. 'rhery
 is a protiressive improvement in fuel
consumption as a function
  of engine lead with the maximum beset i t
occ urrinq alonq the entline's torque curve. As the automotive
heavy-duty vehicle.; typically operate at high load factors, they
a	 srt- Dart ic•ularly uited to the performance clam available by
means of t urbocompound i ntl .
on the subiert of fuel consumption, the objective of this
vt 1jit, lt% t ost study was to validate the fuel consumption chins
which werc%
 achiovett earlier in the laboratory during the
dovolopment of this engine. The validation procedure consisted
of onterinq the fuel map of the engine into a program which
:.irttttl,ate+ a: the c^herat-ins conditions of the engine in a vehicle
ovor a road course. l f atirooment can be achieved with actual
vehicle test results, then vehicle fuel consumption pretlictions
on a mi ld-por-teallon basis can be made for various road terrains
with a h i,rh dogree of confidence knowing the fuel consumption
mart of the eng ine. In trio course of this study, a strong
correlation hotweon predicted and actual results was obtained.
This, is particularly true when the relative or incremental
mprovemvnt in Curl ocompountl i ng is highlighted.  Therefore,
it was with srmt ,
 tiotirve of confidence that other road terrains
anti +noire t-%pt'.­, could bo analy—otl to ass ess performance.
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lit t ht , w ,out :.(% of this study, the f uel oonsumpt ion of the
t at ht compound enctino was compared to that of a NTC- 400 engine.
The NTT -400 wa y, selected for comparison purposes since its
lower rat in , t of 400 brake horsepower is highest in the Nli
`.car i os of on-.l i nes which have been released and certifi ed for
produvtion. The turhocompound engine was derived from this
entiine. As itisonsse'd in the text of this report, there are
improvements maet y
 to the turbocompound engine which were
intenrlod to improve the engine's performance under turbocompound
conditions but are boyond the scope of the addition of a power
turbine and speod roduction gear train. These design changes
cloud the fuel consumption findings unless the effects of these
modifications can be sorted out from the comparison. This
exercise was, in fact, performed in a separate company funded
laboratory test.
In comparison to the NTC-400 engine, the turbocompound
,forivat ive achieved a fuel consumption improvement of 14.C)%.
But in the stricter sense, the benefit decreases to 4.6% which
x opresonts the improvement duo to turbocompounding alone. The
comparison unfortunately is not this simple. Also asnoc^iated
with turbocompounding are reductions in the thermal anti mt-'.:hanical
loading
 of the rociproc~ator. In addition, the system allows a
much more favorable turbocharcler match to the engine which offers
an additional tivoree of freedom in the engine speed range and
torque rise ratinti. The comb ination of these e ffects may be
traded off to further improve the fuel consumption of the ent7ine
by the solec t ion of lower operating speeds with highex• mean
et f ective pressure ratings. Those pursuits cannot be fully
:achievo,l whon the oncline is only turbocharged. It is for those
reasons that the turbocompound engine speed range was reduced
00 rpm in comparison to the NTC-400 even though the output of
the encrine was increased 50 horsepower.
The noise testing results were encouraging but not of cheat.
sikinificance. Fortunately, it was determined that the incremental
,ublitional noise of the power turbine and gear train was masked
by the ad(lit Tonal clamping of exhaust noise due to the power
turbine and the lower speed range of the engine. The results
,lo indicate that little  doi ,olopment effort needs to be expended
in roducinq the tioar train noise and other sources from tho
en.tino remain to t oo of far krreater importance. It should be
not:od that all noise reduction techniques, either now .availaljlo),., ourrontly in ^lewelopment, will not inhibit tho porformanco
or tho turbocompound on( ino.
The drivo,ibi 1 ity of the turhocompound engine was c onsieioroct
to ho vory Mood. again, those favorable characteristics, in
toe°l".s e 14. clutch engaoiement torque, throttle response, anti low
sp. ,ed torquo are not directly attributable to tht , t ur. ho-
t:ompounding but Caro duo to the additional dosifln latitude the
turl ,ocorwoundinng of an eng ine allows. This is primarily achieved
with the t urboohar,Tor match whic-li enables the selection of a
tc^,^zs1+'t?is`.111;' !-.,Theo ttlfl>ine housin , T.	 Whereas this matt"11 would
-t'oult in	 in,; a turl'ooharged en ,Tine or the requii-viii'nt
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for a wart agate clov i ce, under turbot ompound i ntl thr expansion
ratio across thr lower turl,ine at high xpood and lead condit ions
negat es this roquirement. The result i s a more rapid turl}o-
charger response which allows for increased fueling during
acceleration modes of the engine and provides for excess air at
low engine speeds. This enables higher torque rise or wider
operating speed ranges. The additional inertia of the power
turbine and gear train reflected to the engine's crankshaft
results in longer time durations to accelerate or decelerate
the engine under closed throttle conditions such as when changing
transmission gears. This factor did not result in any complaints
from the vehicle operators who apparently did not detect the
difference.
Due to the higher power rating of the turbocompound engine
and the quicker turbocharger response, the gradeability of the
power plant exceeded that of the NTC-400. This factor coupled
with a wider operating speed range could allow the selection
of a lower number of transmission clears, although a 13-speed
gearbox was used in this program. The transmission and final
axle ratio selected for these tests was routine for high horse-
power automotive diesel engines. The components specified were
matched for the engine to operate at relatively low speeds with
the transmission in overdrive at highway speeds. Ideally, had
lower axle ratios been available, it would be beneficial to
match the transmission to the engine in di rect gear 3t highway
speeds. In direct gear the transmission efficiency is 99%;
whereas, in overdrive due to the additional gear meshes the
efficiency is only 97%.
The 50,000 mile field test program was completed without
experiencing any equipment malfunction or unscheduled downtime.
Chassis dynamometer tests were conducted at the beginning, at
mid-point, and at completion of the field test. No significant
change in the engine's performance was detected. Fuel consumption
results again agreed very well with the analytical predictions.
In this case, the turbocompound engine was compared to the
NTCC='-400 which is certified for California in 1980. The operator's
commentary with respect to the engine's performance was very
favorable with particular mention of the driveability, gradea-
bility, and smooth engine operation.
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Two turbocompound diesel engines were assembled andl dyna-
mometer tested. Both engines met the 1980 California h dram
emission limi t ott BSNOx+11C and achieved a minimum BSFC of . 31 3
14/bhp-hr and a BSFC at rated conditions of .323 ib/bhp--lir.
These engines were then installed in Class VIII heavy-duty
vehicles to determine the fuel consumption potential and
performance characteristics3. The first engine was evaluated
at the Cummins Pilot Center facility where tests were performed
in the following areas: fu l-1 consumption, cooling system, noise,
retarding capability, driveability, gradeability, torsional
vibrations, and other general performance characteristics.
The second engine was placed in revenue service haulin(t produve
cross country for a planned 50,000 mile test.
As the puwor turbine and gear train of the turbot.,ompountl
ontline, are fully irate orated into the base turt>oehar(je-,l and
at torcooletl ongino, instal lational modifications retluirod are
minimal. This su+lgests the possibility of retrofittintl the
oxistinq flee of engines with the turbocompound components
without tlrvat difficulty. in this manner, more universal
application of the toc.hnolotly could be achieved.
In compari. on to the NTC-400 engine which was selevtod for
baseline performanct', the turbocompound erigine achit,ve(1 %i f lie,l
consumption reduotion of 14.87 percent. Based upon earlier fuel
consumption testing results performed in the laboratory, the
predicted bonef i t was 14.16 percent. Thus, confirmation of hoth
the dynamometer test results and the computer model simulation
of the test routo was achieved with the actual vehicle test:;.
A great pal t of this 1 ,vtivfit over the y biiseline enoine is
duo to other imps ovt-monts incorporated in the turbocompoune?
onyine. Some of these product improvements have universal
applications, othc--rs are made possible because the enttine is
turbocompounded. For example, the turbocompound enctine operat in(t
.;poed rarigv was roduced 200 rpm in comparison to the basol ino
ttn,jine whit-1i improves the engine's efficiency due to a rotil;rt ican
i n
 t°riot ion and parasitic losses. Whereas this part i rul ar
t o-ohn ique is f i nd i nd its way into many of the recent heavy-tfut y
.liosel prothlot offer ings, it is more difficult to achieve- at the
hitlher power levols primarily title to turbochartler comprossol
1 ihti tat ions, When an ong ino it-, operating in a t urhur(^mpounldddl
oonfiqui-ation, tho compressor spet , di, flow range, ,Tntl l^rt.;:;urt
ratio requirements are reduced in comparison to tho t.urlooliar,teti
cotanterhart, particularly during hitlh altitude operation of the
ongino. In addition, the torque rise characteristics of the
on,j ink, are more favorable when the power plant is t url ocompountied.
These oharac teristics enabled the selection of lower oporatinq
onmino specdF anti the resultant; fuel consumption advantagos
which wouLl ,..: have boon .feasible with the turbocharged engirTe
at this . , cawt ,r rating. In fact, ba- : the operatinq speed
o: tht t %rb,)(*0M1'0 TL! t , ngi ne been t he same as tho It wel i ne e e'no i ne,
'i z t
the fuel consumption benefits clue to turbocompounding alone
would have been slightly greater, even though the overall
benetit would be slightly diminished duc e to the frictional and
parasitic losses.
Other improvements incorporated in the turbocompound engines
which were tested in this program are presently in the final
engineering development phase prior to production release. These
engine system and component improvements will be integrated into
future engine models. The exact fuel consumption benefit which
can be attributed solely to the turbocompounding device added
to the engine has been determined in the laboratory development
of the system. In comparison to a turbocharged and aftercooled
diesel engine at the same power rating and exhaust emission
level, the turbocompounding feature provides a 6 percent fuel
consumption advantage along the maximum torque curve of the engine.
This benefit diminishes as engine load is reduced but remains
positive to nearly engine idle operation. The advantage in
actual vehicle service depends upon the degree of loading. For
example, for level grade interstate operation the tank mileage
improvement calculated is 4.2 percent increasing to 5.3 percent
in mountainous terrain.
As fuel costs continue to rise in the future in real dollars,
the cost effectiveness of the turbocompound device will improve.
Currently, heavy-duty trucks operating on the long haul routes
typically accumulate 100,000 miles or more annually and consume
20,000 gallons of diesel fuel. in these applications a 5 percent
reduction in fuel consumption represents 1000 gallons of diesel
fuel saved per vehicle annually which at current bulk rate prices
is approximately equivalent to a $1000 annual savings in fuel
expense.
In addition to substantial dollar savings for the truck
owner, the benefit of turbocompounding represents a substantial
savings in petroleum products for the nation. Most of the
freight transported by vehicle in the U.S. is carried aboard
Class VII and Class VIII diesel powered trucks (gross vehicle
weight of 26,000 lbs and greater). In 1977 there were 1,418,000
trucks in use in the United States in this weight classification.
SE:vente en percent of these vehicles were engaged in long haul
trucking operations defined as greater than 200 miles per day.
With the average truck consuming 20,000 gallons of diesel fuel
annually, the long haul trucking industry uses 4.82 billion
gallons of diesel fuel per year. Turbocompounding each engine
in this large fleet of vehicles would result in a savings of
241.1 million gallons of diesel fuel which is equivalent to
5.74 million barrels of crude oil. In July of 1980, the cost of
imported crude oil was approximately $28 per barrel. The total
savings is, therefore, equivalent to a reduction in the country's
import requirement by 161 million dollars.
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It should also be noted that while the turbocompound engine
was demonstrating reduced fuel consumption, it was conforming
to more stringent environmental emission standards established
by the State of California in 1980. The technique commonly
employed to achieve lower NOX emissions is to retard the com-
bustion process. This results in a degradation of the engine's
thermal efficiency and increases the energy content of the
exhaust gases. The turbocompounding system is better able to
utilize this otherwise wasted thermal energy and thus maintains
a high thermal efficiency.
In addition to improved fuel, economy and reduced emissions,
the turbocompound engine demonstrated excellent driveability
characteristics and was well accepted by the vehicle operators.
Typically, as the output of the engine is increased, the turbo-
charger match is compromised and driveability suffers. However,
with the turbocompound engine not only is the output increased,
but the response is also improved.
The turbocompound gear train tested showed excellent
durability potential by completing both a 1000 hour endurance
test and the 50,000 mile field test without any major malfunction.
In summation., the turboconpound engine provides an oppor-
tunity for the future by offering increased thermal efficiency,
reduced exhaust emissions, and improved driveability while
maintaining present standards of durability. Cummins and DOE.
are continuing to pursue the turbocompound development; with the
objective of further improvements in fuel economy. Present
planning indicates that an advanced turbocompound engine will
be ready for vehicle testing in 1982. The performance target
for the advanced turbocompound is a 5 percent improvement in
vehicle tank mileage over the 5.35 mpg demonstrated during 1979
in the fuel economy testing of the interim turbocompound engine.
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ITURBOCOMPOUNU 450
VEH I CLE MISSION SIMULATION
VEHICLE PERFURMANCL REPORT FOR D 0 0 0 E O PILOT CENTER	 PAGE NO ••	 6
i
VMS USER - J 0 L0 MUEHNE	 SIMULATION NO • 003
	
SER AL NON-1179iu
MMMMM4MM^ '► +MMM^► +M^M^^► ^M^M^^' M4^► ^^MM^► ICJ► ^MMM^MMMMMM^41► ^► MMM#1► ^M^► 4^MMM +M^M1M^► ^i
SIMULATION SUMMARY
ROUTE 1	
- PILOT CENTER TO CEMENTVILLE
ROUTE 2 - CEMENTVILLE TO TRUCKITOP AT	 171
ROUTE 3 - TR UCKSTOe AT 171 TO NEW POINT
ROUTE 4 - NEN POIN T TO P ILOT CENTER
kOUTE ROUTE ROUTE ROUTE TOTAL
ONE TWO THREE FOUR ROUTE
GCW OR OVW	 tLBS) 730009 73000+ 73000. 73000•
CRUISE SPEED	 (MPH) b5 53 55 55
WIND	 S P EED	 t MPM) 9 9 9 9
WIND	 DIRECTION	 (UEG) 219 219 219 219
TEMPERATURE	 (DE3 F) 51 51 51 51
* M M*^► 1 1► * M+MM1► M 1► +IM ^M4 * +M q► +1► 1► 41 4 M ^ ► * ^^MMMM^1► ^► MM^► 4M*+MM1► MM^► ^^MM +M ^► ^MMM4MM4► M1►
DISTANCE	 tMILES) 64.6 710 8609 3793 26u01
DRIVING TIME ( HRS) 1.40 1.60 1.85 1.16 6.01
IDLE
	
TI ME(MIN O SEC) 1-44 6-47 1.53 357 14'22
AVERAGE SPEED(MPH) 46.0 44.7 47.0 32.2 43.3
FUEL USLO
	
(U AL ) 1202 1209 16.3 6.8 4602
FUEL MILEAGE(MP3) 5.29 5.52 5.34 5.51 5040
TIME AT FULL
THROTTLE t PCT) 802 20.4 22.0 10•L 1600
AVG ENGINE SPEED
( REVS /MIL E ) 1959 1972 1915 2443 2u18
ENO LOAD FACTORtPCT) 42 39 42 28 38
TOTAL GEAR SHIFTS 96 74 124 242 536
`	 TIME
	
ON dRA K ES ( MIN) 40C 308 7.1 8.6 12G05
r
I
f
BASELINE NTC 400
VEHICLE
 MISSION SIMULATION
VEHICLE PERFORMANCE REPORT FOR DOE V EHICLE TEST	 PAGE NO ^^	 6
DATE • MAR 18il80
VMS USER • J0 L 0 HOEHNE	 SIMULATION NO - 006
	 SERIAL NO um19170
SIMULATION SUMMARY
ROUTE 1 • PILOT CENTER TO CEMENTVILLE
ROUTE t • CEMENTVILLE TO TRUCKBTOP AT	 171
ROUTE 3 • TRUCKSTOP AT 171 TO NEW POINT
ROUTE 4 • NEW POINT TO PILO T CENTER
ROU T E ROUTE ROUTE ROUTE TOTAL
ONE TWO THREE FOUR ROUTE
GCW OR GVW 4LBS) 7300u0 730000 73000• 73000.
CRUISE SPEED	 (MPH) 55 55 55 55
WINDSPEED	 (MPH) 9 9 9 9
WIND DIRECTION	 ( DEG) 219 219 219 219
TEMPERATURE
	
(DEG F) al 51 51 51
DISTANCE	 (MILES) 64.6 71.3 5609 37.3 260.1
DRIVING TIME1HR81 Loki 1.62 1.99 1016 6.07
IDLE TIME(MIN •SEC) 1044 6047 1 .53 3057 14092
AVERAGE 8PEE0(MPH) 4508 4400 46.2 32.2 4208
FUEL USED (GAL) 1307 1406 1807 707 5500
FUEL MILEAGE I MP01 4070 4080 4064 4082 4073
TIME AT FULL
THROTTLE(PCT) 1502 3202 3607 1403 2602
AVD ENGINE SPEED
( REVS / MILE) 2001 2056 2029 2635 2116
END LOAD FACTORIPCTI 47 44 48 32 43
TOTAL DEAR SHIFTS 1u9 139 184 240 672
TIME
	
ON BRAKES(MIN) 302 301 603 704 2000
4	 56
EQUIVALENT TCA•450
VFMICI-E F ISSION SIMULA TION
VEHICLE PERFCOPIA NCE ioEPORT F F DOE VEHICLE TESTS	 PAGE NO	 6
DATE - SEP 171180
VMS USER - is L • " J FHNE	 5I?'UL ATI;?N I40 - 006	 SERIAL NO --21P99
MMA► !l X4► a► Ml^► ll^^^l' +I^!!lI+MM1^! ! A► !^!!!^^► l MMf l 1► ^l+p^MfMMM^IMMM^l+M4Mll4► ^► ^► M,^I► ^► iMMI^
SIMULA T ION SUMMAKY
ROUTE 1 -	 PILOT CEriTER	 TO CEMENTVILLE
ROUTE 2 - CEMFNTVILLE TO TRUCKSTOP AT	 171
ROUTE 3 - TRVCKSTOP AT	 171 TO 14Ew POINT
ROUTE 4 - NEW PAINT TO PILuT CENTER
KUUTE ROUTE	 ROUTE ROUTE	 TOTAL
Or4E TWO	 THREE FOUR	 ROUTE
OC ► +	 OR	 GVw (LAS)
	
730OU. 730009
	 730009 73000•
CHt l ISE	 SPEED ( mP H)	 55 55	 55 55
wI s 4D	 SPEED ( MPH) 	9 9	 9 9
WIND DIRECTIO N (DEG)	 219 219	 219 219
TEMPERATURE (DEG	 F)	 51 51	 51 51
!!#rtA► !!1^!!!! ! 4!!!!!!rt{^!!!l► lIM^F!!! ! 14► ^► l l+f ^^^fM r1► ^► 1^M+1^lMlMl^ 'MlI^MrMI +MrM,KM!
DISTANCE
	 (MILES) 64.6 71.3 86.9 37.3 260.1
DRIVING
	
TIME(HRS) 1.42 1.60 1e85 1.16 6.01
IDLE	 TIME( M IN-SEC) 1-44 6-47 1-53 3-57 14-22
AVERA;F SPEED (mP H ) 45.9 44.7 47,0 32.2 43.3
FUEL USED	 (GAL) 12.7 13.6 17•l 7.1 500,f
FUEL MILEAGE( mwG) 5*08 5.26 5.09 5+28 5.16
TIME AT FULL
THROTTLE(PCT) 8.4 20.4 22.1 909 16.1
AVt3	 ENGINE	 SPEFO
(REVS/MILE) 1961 1972 1915 2455 2019
ENU	 LOAD FACTOR( P C T ) 41 39 42 28 38
TOTAL.	 (SEAR
	
SHIFTS lOG 74 122 241 537
T1tir	 7 1 1	 BPAPe E .i ( ^:'^ ) '4-C, 3.7 7*1 8•4 23.2
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B. METRIC CONVI'JISION TABLE
58
CoNVT'R;IION FACTOR., ', FT# R ST (METRIC) UNITS
Quant its CollvvI..;iolI Pact 
I,<^n^ith in to m 2.'A 0
mi to km 1 . 00 t ) P I tit)
Area in2	 to 	 m . 6.4ril F'- OA
vo1umo, in3	 to m 3 1.6 18 F — 0 r,
gal to 1 3.785 F+00
voloci ty mi/hr to km/hr 1.60q F1+00
Torque lhf-ft
	 to N-M 1.35E F'+00
Prossulo lbf/in2	 to 11a 6.895 v+03
I^k)wcl r 111)	 i o	 w 7.41)7 F: + 02
Maas 11)	 to
	 k%t A . ri 10 FI -01
Tompolaturc' 't	 to	 "(' t 	 ` (t t -	 12)	 °1.8
Puol Consumpt ion 11)'11hp-hr to ct/kwh 0.083 F 1 0"
mi;^qal	 to km; 1 4.251 1:-01
Finissions to	 cF/kwh 1 . 1A1 F4 0 0 
t, ()
